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UPNVJ’s Public Relations - Different from the previous year, students who had passed the SNMPTN (National
Entrance Selection of National Universities) for UPN Veteran Jakarta, were given a new student package at the time of
re-registration. However this year, by considering the conditions that occur, new students will be receiving a student
package by just staying at home.

UPN Veteran Jakarta is in collaboration with PT. Pos Indonesia will send 528 new student packages to all students
who had passed the SNMPTN 2020 and accepted as UPN Veteran Jakarta students. The package handover was
directly did by the UPNVJ Rector, Erna Hernawati by today, Friday, June 26th 2020.

Previously, when interviewed by the UPNVJ public relations team, Head of PT. Pos Indonesia Fatmawati branch, Mr.
Tagor conveyed this collaboration was carried out to assists UPNVJ in distributing new student packages.

"We are here to help in distributing the student packages that have been prepared by UPNVJ. We are thankful to
UPNVJ because in this case we already have a commitment to distribute goods and prioritizing the fast distributions
and the packages will be reaching the UPNVJ’s new students with safe" he explained.

Tagor also said that the packages for outside the island of Java will be carried out tonight, and for Jabodetabek itself
will be sent tomorrow, Saturday, June 27th 2020.

"(The packages for) outside the island of Java will arrive at the airport tonight and (the packages for) Jabodetabek area
will be sent tomorrow, tried to arrive on the same day," Tagor said.

"UPNVJ asked us to immediately distribute the packages. Even though we are currently facing the pandemic, it is not a
big deal for us, as Pos Indonesia officer consequently following the proper health protocol. Just like today, we pick up
the packages so the university does not need to bring the packages to our office" he explained.

Tagor also added "in the distribution of goods we have a fairly effective system where we can immediately find out if
the goods have arrived at their destination safely and also we have enough branches covering all across Indonesia, so
that will speed up the process of distributing goods" he explained.

According to Tagor, UPNVJ is the first University that sending student packages for new students.

"UPNVJ became the first PTN to deliver new student packages and we are very respect because it was well packaged
so we could immediately make deliveries," he said.

The package delivery is monitored directly by the UPNVJ’s Rector to make sure the delivery is carried out safely and
also ensuring PT. Pos Indonesia will be sent the packages without any damage and arrived in the destination as it
should be.
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